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Question 1

a)   The main principle of contract law is that agreements should be enforceable. 
       However, there are many exceptions to this main principle. Please discuss from
       an economic view point why certain agreements are not enforceable in most 
       jurisdictions. The answer must include several examples of different situations
       when agreements are unenforceable.      (15p)

b)    Discovery is an important part of the legal process. Please discuss how rules on
       compulsory and voluntary discovery and burden of proof affects the
       administrative and error costs in the legal system.      (10p)

Question 2

a)   Explain why it may not be a good idea to let the punishment for embezzlement
      be the maximum punishment possible (fine and imprisonment) even if this is
      required to deter all embezzlement in society.                                               (8p)

b)   Explain why very harsh punishment combined with a low detection probability
      may not be an efficient deterrent for young first time offenders. Suggest a more
      appropriate deterrence policy for this category of offenders.            (8p)

c)   Try to explain why a successful attempt to reduce the supply of drugs, by
       increasing the expected punishment for suppliers, may not be an efficient policy
       in the short run if your aim is to reduce drug related crimes like violent crimes,
       robbery and property crimes. Include the response from suppliers, drug addicts
       and non-addicts to the new policy in your analysis. Is there any reason to
       believe that the policy could be more effective in the long run?  

         (9p)



Question 3

The vaccine manufacturer ACME (A) pollutes a nearby commercial greenhouse
TOMATOES (T). A could eliminate their pollution by installing special scrubbers
(cleaning equipment) at acost of 300. Similarly, T can eliminate pollution by installing
filters on its ventilation system at a cost of 100. A’s profit without scrubbers is 1000. T’s 
profit is 500 with no pollution (and not installing filters), and 100 with pollution (no filters or 
scrubbers). Hence, in the absence of filters and scrubbers A’s pollution reduces T’s profits 
by 400.

a)   The situation is illustrated in the payoff matrix below. A and T simultaneously 
       choose between installing scrubbers or not and between installing filters or not 
       respectively. Suppose A has the right to pollute and assume that high 
       transaction costs precludes a cooperative solution. What is the non-cooperative
       equilibrium? Indicate the solution in the payoff matrix. Is it efficient? Explain! (A’s
       payoffs is the first in each cell)     (5p)
                                                                      
                                                                                  T
                                                                  No filter           Filter
 
                            No   Scrubbers         1000, 100         1000, 400
                      A
                               Scrubbers                700, 500           800, 400

b)   Suppose a court entitles T compensatory damages from A if A pollutes without
       installing scrubbers (A only has to pay damages if A does not install scrubbers
       and T does not install filters). Redraw the above payoff matrix and find the new
       noncooperative equilibrium. Compare the efficiency of this equilibrium to that
       under a). If it is different, explain why and what this implies for efficiency.

            (10p)

c)   Let us now assume that transaction costs are low and that A and T can
      cooperate. Find the cooperative solutions for the cases where i) A has a right to
      pollute, ii) T has a right to compensatory damages (as in b)). How does efficiency
      differ between i) and ii) (if at all)? How does the distribution of payoffs between A
      and T differ between cases i) and ii) (if at all)? Explain your results and relate
      them to the Coase theorem.                                                             

             (10p)



Question 4 

An investor can invest in high reliance or low reliance upon the agents future performance. 
The extra investment in high reliance is made outside of the contractual agreement with 
the agent. The payoffs for the investor and the agent with no enforceable contract are
given by 

Agent
  Perform Breach

      Invest & low reliance            0.5    0.5         -1.0   1.0
Investor
                                Invest & high reliance 0.6     0.5                        - 2.0   1.0

The agent can appropriate the original investment but not the additional investment. 
As shown in the matrix the additional investment in high reliance costs equals 1. Calculate 
and explain the meaning of the "tipping point" or critical value of p (the probability that the 
agent performs). Show and explain why and when simple expectation damages may 
cause an inefficient outcome. Suggest a solution that guarantees an efficient outcome of 
the contract.     (25p)


